Abstract
Max Huber's legacy in international law lies mainly in his contribution as a practitioner during the golden era of international adjudication. Although not estranged from positions previously held as an academic, Huber was able to break out of the conceptual straitjacket that Buchrecht had sewn at a time when international law was undergoing a historic transformation from theory to practice. Huber took a leading role in the Commission of International Jurists in the Aaland Islands case (1920) and exercised considerable infl uence through awards rendered as sole arbitrator in the British Claims in the Spanish Zone of Morocco (1924 Morocco ( -1925 and the Island of Palmas (1928) cases. However, it was in the Chambre de Conseil of the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) between 1922 and 1930 that Huber, albeit the youngest member of the bench, was instrumental in the rise of the international judiciary.
The Permanent Court ' entered upon its duties at The Hague on February 15th, 1922 ' , 1 as a groundbreaking institution that had to build its own reputation. Its decisions did not immediately attract the attention of academics, nor were they necessarily applauded by diplomats and statesmen. In 1926, Judge Huber suggested to his colleagues that ' the work in preparing our decisions must be such that if our critics -whether learned men or politicians -could be admitted to the private sittings of the Court, they would remain with the impression that the evolution of our judgments is really worthy of the Court ' . 2 Using a metaphor that had a clear bearing on The Lotus , decided in 1927 by the casting vote of Judge Huber in his capacity as President of the Permanent Court, Huber compared ' our decisions to ships which are intended to be launched on the high seas of international criticism ' . 3 With Max Huber and Dionisio Anzilotti as successive presidents of the Permanent Court, an attempt was made to build a jurisprudence and develop international law. Anzilotti, the second-youngest member of the bench, was in Huber's own words the fi nest and sharpest legal mind he had ever met. 4 Huber and Anzilotti combined eminence in scholarship with practical experience, partly derived from services rendered by them to their respective governments. On a bench composed mainly of professors and national judges, they formed perhaps the most crucial and infl uential partnership in the history of the Permanent Court and its successor, the International Court of Justice. They benefi ted from intimate cooperation with the industrious registrar of the Permanent Court, Åke Hammarskjöld.
Bearing in mind that Huber's academic writings are treated in detail in other contributions to this symposium, Section 1 of this article focuses on the application of his sociological approach to international dispute resolution. It is followed by Section 2 concerning Huber's attitude towards adjudication in more practical terms. Huber saw detailed and convincing motifs as the best response to accusations of political bias and he also left a lasting imprint on the way in which deliberations have been conducted in the International Court of Justice. Three key decisions of the Permanent Court are particularly illustrative of Huber's approach and infl uence, namely the Nationality Decrees opinion of 1923 (Section 3), The Wimbledon of 1923 (Section 4), and The Lotus of 1927 (Section 5). In 1928, Huber took up the presidency of the International Committee of the Red Cross and his infl uence on the bench diminished. Despite widespread praise and encouragement, Huber did not stand for re-election in 1930 (Section 6).
law. Huber's principal contribution to theory, Die soziologischen Grundlagen des Völkerrechts , examined international law as an embryonic system that had to be approached, de lege ferenda , from a broader, ' sociological ' perspective. 5 Pending further development, international law had to refl ect closely the social substrate of international relations, notably the territorial setting necessary for a minimum of coexistence. 6 In 1919, Huber distinguished international adjudication from national adjudication in the following terms: As representative of the Swiss Government in the First Assembly of the League of Nations in 1920, Huber took part in the fi nal phase of the drafting of the Statute of the Permanent Court. Invoking his experiences gathered earlier the same year as member of the Committee of Jurists to which the Council of the League had submitted certain preliminary questions relating to a dispute over the Aaland Islands, Huber found that that dispute could have been submitted to the Permanent Court for an Advisory Opinion ' since the points referred to the Jurists were, respectively of an interlocutory or theoretical nature ' . 8 10 Just two months before, the Permanent Court had ruled on its jurisdiction in the Mavrommatis case. It was the fi rst time that objection had been taken to the Permanent Court's jurisdiction in a contentious proceeding. The considerations said to be pertinent in deciding on jurisdiction were those ' best calculated to ensure the administration of justice, most suited to procedure before an international tribunal and most in conformity with the fundamental principles of international law ' . 11 The former was in accordance with President Loder's inclination towards compulsory jurisdiction shaped in the image of national adjudication, while the latter refl ected a strictly consensual test advocated, in particular, by Judge Anzilotti. The second consideration distinguishing international dispute settlement came close to Judge Huber's position. All three judges had had a hand in the rather chaotic drafting of the judgment.
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It is possible that Huber's view was also refl ected in other decisions. In 1923, the Permanent Court delivered an Advisory Opinion in the Jaworzina case, which arose out of a border dispute between Poland and Czechoslovakia. In an opinion drafted principally by Judge Huber, the course of events made the Permanent Court observe that ' direct agreement between the parties regarding the points in dispute ' was ' a form of settlement always preferable to the intervention of a third party ' . 13 In the specifi c case, the third party in question was the Conference of Ambassadors representing the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, but clearly the observation was broader in scope. In 1929, a more nuanced view was expressed in the oft-quoted statement in the fi rst order 9 Ibid ., at 313. The fi nal compromise consisting in an optional clause had been preceded by a proposal made by the Swiss delegation to the Second Hague Peace Conference in 1907. As for Huber ' 14 The possible divergence between the pronouncements from 1923 and 1929 may testify to Judge Huber's diminishing infl uence on the bench as the decade was drawing to a close (and Huber had taken up the presidency of the International Committee of the Red Cross); or they may refl ect a change in Judge Huber's own attitude in the light of experience gathered in previous years.
Max Huber as Judge and President of the Permanent Court
In the context of drafting the Statute of the Permanent Court, a proposal for Conferences for the Advancement of International Law, a less ambitious name than the previous Peace Conferences, 15 had materialized. The proposal was ultimately rejected by the Assembly. For Huber's part, he had found that ' the procedure provided for . . . was too complicated ' , adding that ' in international law it was impossible to distinguish legal and political considerations ' . 16 Still, Huber's sociological approach did not envisage politicization of adjudication. Quite to the contrary, Huber wrote the following to his future American colleague, John Bassett Moore, just after their election to the Permanent Court:
I always was of [the] opinion that public opinion, including the lawyers, have a tendency to overrate the importance and effectiveness of an international judiciary for international peace, but it is nevertheless very gratifying that this opinion exists and it is our duty to give credit to it and to deepen and strengthen the esteem in which international arbitration is held in the world. The moral responsibility of the Court in deciding the fi rst cases and in giving their argumentation is immense. The world is disgusted with politics of interest and infl uence and longs for an institution of real impartiality. We must not only be impartial but even try to avoid the appearance of partiality.
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Already at the preliminary session at which the Rules of Court were hammered out, Judge Huber complained about certain judges, including President Loder, automatically subjecting the Permanent Court to procedural principles taken from civil law. Huber added that 18 Huber, Denkwürdigkeiten, supra note 5, at 272: ' Anzilotti and I, normally supported by Moore, held the view that the Permanent Court shared with the national judiciary the judicial independence and the permanency of its bench, but not its procedure, the parties being sovereign states, and that the Permanent Court could not be compared with the mass-industry that are national courts. ' 19 Ibid ., at 284: ' In the cases of Nationality Decrees , Eastern Carelia , German Settlers , Jaworzina , Mavrommatis and Neuilly , I had an important role in the making of the decisions; in these cases I drafted considerable parts of the decisions, on two occasions even the entire decision. In doing so a drafter had to contribute at least four fi fths of the reasoning on the law, since the deliberations for the most part only served to determine the conclusion reached by the majority. With regard to the motifs , at fi rst only a chaos of partly contradictory views came to light and it was only during the drafting of the decisions that substantial parts of the reasoning were elaborated. ' 20 See ibid ., at 298 -304. Nevertheless, at the very fi rst session over which he presided, Judge Huber once again experienced chaotic drafting, and the Exchange of Populations opinion only materialized after Judges Huber and Anzilotti had stepped in and taken active part in the work of the drafting committee, just as in the Mavrommatis case. 22 Against this background, President Huber instigated a more infl uential role for the president in the Permanent Court's work, notably by becoming an ex offi cio member of every drafting committee.
23 President Huber also encouraged the use of written notes from each member of the bench as the starting-point for deliberations, as had been used once under his predecessor, namely in the Mavrommatis case. 24 These notes were preceded only by an exchange of views as to which issues should be discussed. On the basis of the written notes, President Huber would produce a detailed questionnaire, providing a structure for the oral component of the deliberations.
Most of the cases decided by the Permanent Court in the 1920s had to do with treaty interpretation. In 1922, referring to the International Labour Organization opinions, Judge Huber had been talking about ' the " agricultural " question ' as being ' a very interesting one, as it involves most delicate problems of interpretation of treaties ' , which ' is a chapter of International Law which is usually very poor even in big treatises on the Law of Nations ' .
25 Judge Huber exercised great infl uence in this fi eld. Thus, the memorable Mosul opinion from 1925 was a true refl ection of President Huber's understanding of treaty interpretation. 26 In 1926, the Permanent Court delivered its fourth Advisory Opinion concerning the Constitution of the International Labour Organization. It became known for applying a principle 21 PCIJ Series C No. 7-I, at 18: ' Justice is fundamentally different. Here all balancing of power, all opportunism, all bargaining are exluded. The judicial decision draws its authority not from the fact that it is welladapted to the requirements of a particular, temporary situation, but rather that it is based upon reasons that are of general value beyond the concrete case, and that are conclusive for all. All judicial institutions rest on two principles of spiritual order: legal logic, the rational element; and justice, the moral element. These two principles, these two pillars of the judicial function, elevate it above the melee in which the interests and the passions of men, parties, classes, nations and races clash. 'The guarantee of this elevation, this independence, rests in the requirement on the judge to set out the reasons that, in his view, compel his decision. These grounds are the soul of the judgment, which make the matter settled not only between the parties, but also in the eyes of the Court. Every judgment is a monumentum aere perennius for the Court that makes it, either of honour or of blame. The grounds of a judgment constitute the purest and most powerful form of publicity. 28 However, some years later when he had just delivered his award in the Island of Palmas case, Judge Huber had had quite enough. He saw the Island of Palmas case as ' a most interesting case from a legal point of view, a case of pure law of nations, not, as most of the cases decided by the Court, a question of interpretation of some badly drafted clauses of a convention, or a civil case, as Chorzow , international only by some connection with a treaty ' . 29 That being said, a good number of the Permanent Court's decisions laid bare the close relationship between treaty interpretation and general international law. Indeed, the secondary position of preparatory work in treaty interpretation (now Article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) was formulated by the Permanent Court in four decisions -the Mosul opinion, The Lotus , the Danube case and the River Oder case -all of which construed treaty provisions against a background coloured by the territorial setting under general international law. 30 Three decisions are particularly illustrative of the approach taken by Judge Huber and have been selected for analysis in the following sections.
Nationality Decrees
The fi rst decision in which Judge Huber actually took part was the Nationality Decrees opinion delivered in 1923. The result was a clear articulation of Huber's sociological approach to international law combined with the view also taken by Huber that the League of Nations constituted a progressive development. The request for an Advisory Opinion arose out of the promulgation of decrees in the French protectorates of Tunis and Morocco, designating certain individuals born within the territories as Tunisian and Moroccan subjects respectively. Another set of decrees had made them French subjects. Some of the affected persons (who were affected in the sense that they were conscripted into the French army) were British subjects, and the British Government brought the matter before the Council. Under Article 15(8) of the Covenant, the Council could not entertain a dispute if it arose ' out of a matter which by international law is solely within the domestic jurisdiction ' . The Permanent Court was asked to advise whether this provision applied to the specifi c dispute.
The Nationality Decrees opinion explored the rationale behind Article 15(8) in terms of a sweeping principle of non-intervention under general international law that echoed Huber's sociological approach. 31 According to the motifs , ' at a given point ' the League's interest in being able to make recommendations gave ' way to the equally essential interest of the individual State to maintain intact its independence in matters which international law recognises to be solely within its jurisdiction ' .
32 ' Without this reservation ' , the Permanent Court added, ' the internal affairs of a country might, directly they appeared to affect the interests of another country, be brought before the Council and form the subject of recommendations by the League of Nations .' The report by the Commission of International Jurists in the Aaland Islands case, also drafted by Huber, 33 had been even more direct: ' Any other solution would amount to an infringement of sovereign rights of a State and would involve the risk of creating diffi culties and a lack of stability which would not only be contrary to the very idea embodied in the term " State " , but would also endanger the interests of the international community. '
34
With a view to the dispute in question, the motifs stated that ' in the present state of international law, questions of nationality are, in the opinion of the Court, in principle within this reserved domain ' . 35 However, this was not the end of the motifs , and the true signifi cance of the Nationality Decrees opinion lies in the reserved domain -' the right of a State [ la liberté de l'Etat ] to use its discretion ' -not holding up against the competence of the Council. According to the motifs , the reserved domain was ' limited by rules of international law ' , so that if a state had undertaken treaty obligations, Article 15(8) ' then ceases to apply as regards those States which are entitled to invoke such rules ' , the dispute taking on ' an international character ' . 36 It was because of this possibility of treaty-making that the scope of Article 15(8) was ' an essentially relative question ' and depended ' upon the development of international relations ' . 37 In other words, treaty obligations trumped the sweeping principle of non-intervention to the effect that the competence of the Council prevailed over ideas about a reserved domain. 38 In the Permanent Court's Advisory Opinion, the defi nition of the Council's powers in paragraph 1 was seen as ' the fundamental principle ' , while Article 15(8) was ' an exception to the principles affi rmed in the preceding paragraphs and does not therefore lend itself to an extensive interpretation ' . 39 To the extent that ' l'idée de la communauté internationale ' had found expression in the Covenant, the Permanent Court was willing to derogate from the drafting history of Article 15(8). Again, one may quote Huber: 
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An open-ended ' Kodifi kation der praktischen Politik ' , 41 the Covenant had expanded the reach of international law. In this connection, it was of practical signifi cance that, in the view of the Permanent Court, Article 15(8) was inapplicable where ' the legal grounds ( titres ) relied on are such as to justify the provisional conclusion that they are of juridical importance for the dispute submitted to the Council ' .
42 A higher threshold, for example, an ' opinion upon the merits of the legal grounds ( titres ) ' would, the Permanent Court said, ' hardly be in conformity with the system established by the Covenant for the pacifi c settlement of international disputes ' . On behalf of the French Government, Professor Lapradelle had made such an exceedingly long speech on the merits of the dispute that it had become rather diffi cult to hold that the disputed 38 See ibid ., at 83 and 81, respectively. Article 15(8) ' was inserted into the Covenant for fi xed political reasons, and not as a result of any considerations drawn from the Covenant system or from international law in general'. in which they wished to settle, or not to settle, their differences with other States. This competence, which included the right to wage war, and thus to negate the rights and even the existence of other States, is a concept that is fundamentally incompatible with that of an international community, and dates back to a period prior to the existence of such a community. This limitation of exclusive competence is the most important event in the evolution of State powers in the international domain. '
41
Cf . Huber, ' Die konstruktiven Grundlagen ' , supra note 7, at 2, 6 and 17 -18 and also matters could be pronounced on without regard to various treaties. 43 As a result, Article 15(8) did not apply to the dispute in question. 44 The judges taking part in the majority had not agreed on the reasoning, and substantial parts of the draft prepared by Judge Huber in collaboration with Judge Anzilotti and Deputy-Judge Beichmann had been omitted. 45 In their fi nal form, the motifs did not address the exact reason why a provisional conclusion as to the applicability of a treaty provision was seen as suffi cient to exempt an issue from domestic jurisdiction. However, in 1924 Arbitrator Huber employed the same approach by analogy in a decision in the British Claims in the Spanish Zone of Morocco case, 46 and some years later he wrote about the drafting of the Nationality Decrees opinion:
Das Gutachten wurde von mir entworfen, und trotz starker -von mir, Anzilotti und Beichmann bedauerter -Streichungen ist es fast ganz das Produkt meiner Redaktion, auch in der endgültigen Fassung. Bei der Beratung zeigte es sich, wie wenig die Richter mit der inneren Struktur des Völk-erbundpaktes wirklich vertraut waren; daher ihr Bestreben, die Erwägungen, die für die Kenner des Paktes ausschlaggebend, ihnen aber fremd waren, auszuschalten. So konnten Anzilotti, Beichmann und ich nur durch Drohung mit einem Sondergutachten erzielen, daß die für uns wichtigsten Gedanken wenigstens in einer bis fast zur Unverständlichkeit komprimierten Form im Gutachten Platz fanden. Hammarskjöld hat nachher unsere Gedanken in einer Abhandlung in der ' Revue de Droit international de Vinewil ' [sic.] klar dargelegt.
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The article accredited to Åke Hammarskjöld, Registrar of the Permanent Court, was published under the pseudonym of ' Paul de Vineuil ' . This commentator explicitly undertook to discern the rationale behind the loose test based on merely provisional conclusions, ' malgré le risque évident de mal interpréter les intentions de la Cour ' . In ' Paul de Vineuil's ' view, there were two main reasons: fi rstly, if the Council were to apply a stricter test it would have to go more into the dispute, thereby making Article 15(8) ' une arme qui se retourne contre celui qui s'en sert ' ; secondly, since Article 15(8) referred to what ' by international law ' was solely a matter of domestic jurisdiction, a stricter test would have been a legal test approximating compulsory jurisdiction, which, according to this commentator, was why such a test would be contrary to ' the system See Spiermann, supra note 2, at 158. 46 See Affaire des biens britanniques au Maroc espagnol , 2 RIAA (1924) 615, at 634 -639. 47 Huber, Denkwürdigkeiten, supra note 5, at 276: ' The opinion was drafted by me and the fi nal product was almost entirely due to my drafting, despite widespread deletions, which I, Anzilotti and Beichmann regretted. The deliberations demonstrated that the judges had only a limited understanding of the inner structure of the Covenant; hence their endeavour to eliminate the considerations which were decisive for the experts on the Covenant, but with which they were unfamiliar. Only by threatening to append a separate opinion did Anzilotti, Beichmann and I arrange for the thoughts that we regarded as being most important to be included, though in a form so compressed that it became almost unintelligible. Subsequently Hammarskjöld has explained our thoughts in an article by Vineuil in the Revue de Droit international. ' established by the Covenant for the pacifi c settlement of international disputes ' . 48 It is remarkable that the Registrar made an attempt to add to the motifs a rationale that had been rejected, or at least suppressed, by members of the Permanent Court. Actually, Hammarskjöld's article had been sanctioned by President Loder in response to a blunt note in the American Journal of International Law , which had caused much ill-feeling on the bench. Referring to the lengthy arguments of the French Government, the author had written that ' the judges showed both their disapproval and their aptness for judicial functions by falling fast asleep ' . 49 The author had also noted that the judges had ' little in common, except access to the same fund by way of compensation ' .
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The Nationality Decrees opinion leaves the impression that Judge Huber was perfectly able to accommodate the dynamics of international law (and international relations), while national sovereignty in the form of a reserved domain or the like was not destined for a leading role under an international lawyer's approach to international legal argument.
The Wimbledon
The fi rst judgment of the Permanent Court was rendered in The Wimbledon , a politically sensitive case between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and Germany and a rare instance of Judges Huber and Anzilotti not prevailing. German authorities had refused the S.S. Wimbledon, fl ying the British fl ag, access to the Kiel Canal on its way to Danzig for the reason that it carried weapons intended for a belligerent (Poland technically being in a state of war with Russia). The Principal Allied and Associated Powers relied on the Versailles Treaty, which had internationalized the Kiel Canal, while the German Government contended that it had to observe its duties as a neutral towards Russia under general international law. The Permanent Court gave judgment in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers with Judges Anzilotti and Huber appending a dissenting opinion that, reportedly, refl ected a secret protocol to the Versailles Treaty.
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According to this joint dissenting opinion, ' for the purpose of the interpretation of contracts which take the form of international conventions, account must be taken of the complexity of interstate relations and of the fact that the contracting parties are independent political entities ' . 52 to adopt the course which it considers best suited to the exigencies of its security and to the maintenance of its integrity, is so essential that, in case of doubt, treaty stipulations cannot be interpreted as limiting it, even though these stipulations do not confl ict with such an interpretation ' . 53 In the overriding interest of peace, the text of a treaty was presumed to yield to the core principles of general international law that aimed at securing coexistence and make up, as it were, the subsistence level of states. Outside the context of the League of Nations, Judge Huber obviously gave more weight to the ' reality ' of international relations under his sociological approach. The Wimbledon was very much a test for this approach and so, of course, Judge Huber was unhappy with the result reached by the majority. In his view, the judgment proved that . . .
mehrere der Richter mit dem Völkerrecht gar nicht vertraut waren, und zwar nicht nur mit Einzelheiten; sondern Struktur und Wesen des Völkerrechts, seine tiefgreifenden Unterschiede gegenüber dem nationalen -bürgerlichen und öffentlichen -Recht kamen ihnen gar nicht genügend zum Bewußt-sein. . . . Nur ein durch Unkenntnis des Völkerrechts erklärbarer juristischer Formalismus konnte der Mehrheit das Gefühl der Sicherheit bei ihrer am Buchstaben hängenden Vertragsinterpretation geben.
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It was said at the time that the comfortable majority had been motivated by ' certain pragmatic tests in the minds of the judges which were not brought out into the open ' . 55 The motifs opened with the argument that the Versailles Treaty was ' categorical and give[s] rise to no doubt ' ; 56 and they ended with general international law and a perhaps narrow view on neutrality in relation to ' an artifi cial waterway connecting two open seas . . . permanently dedicated to the use of the whole world ' . 57 The majority also touched upon a principle of restrictive interpretation in the context of ' an important limitation of the exercise of . . . sovereign rights ' ; and it took issue with an argument to the effect that treaties in contravention with obligations as a neutral could not be entered unto:
The Court declines to see in the conclusion of any Treaty by which a State undertakes to perform or refrain from performing a particular act an abandonment of its sovereignty. No doubt any convention creating an obligation of this kind places a restriction upon the exercise of the sovereign rights of the State, in the sense that it requires them to be exercised in a certain way. But the right of entering into international engagements is an attribute of State sovereignty.
53
Ibid ., at 37. 54 Huber, Denkwürdigkeiten, supra note 5, at 280: ' . . . several of the judges were not familiar with international law. This lack of familiarity concerned not only some details of international law but its nature and overall structure. The judges were not suffi ciently mindful of its far-reaching differences from national law, both civil and public. . . . Due to their ignorance of international law the majority could feel confi dent about their treaty interpretation only by adopting a legal formalism, which was riveted to the letter of the law. ' Ibid ., at 28. 58 Ibid ., at 25.
The last sentence has impressed many lawyers, and it has been characterized as ' the classical statement of a governing axiom ' . 59 Upon refl ection, however, it testifi es to insecurity about the binding character of international law, just as the principle of restrictive interpretation -a sense of insecurity not shared by Judges Anzilotti and Huber. The majority let one conception of the state defeat another conception: the state as a national sovereign, self-suffi cient and its own master, yielded to the state as an international sovereign-making international law. But, of course, the most straightforward argument would have been pacta sunt servanda and the conception of the state as an international law subject observing the obligations undertaken.
In the Exchange of Populations opinion, the Permanent Court came back to The Wimbledon . The Turkish Government contended that, in the treaty in question, the term ' established ' had to be seen as a reference to Turkish law. In its opinion, in the drafting of which President Huber had exercised decisive infl uence, the Permanent Court responded in the following way:
The principal reason why the Turkish Delegation has maintained the theory of an implicit reference to local legislation appears to be that, in their opinion, a contrary solution would involve consequences affecting Turkey's sovereign rights [ la souveraineté nationale ]. But, as the Court has already had occasion to point out in its judgment in the case of the Wimbledon, ' the right of entering into international engagements is an attribute of State sovereignty'.
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This was a virtual reconstruction of the pronouncement quoted. In The Wimbledon , the Permanent Court had substituted the conception of the state as an international sovereign for the conception of the state as a national sovereign, holding that all kinds of treaty obligations could be undertaken by a state. Nevertheless, the Permanent Court had made room for national sovereignty, being sympathetic to, at least verbally, restrictive interpretation of treaty rules. Now the Exchange of Populations opinion employed the same pronouncement as an argument against such a principle of restrictive interpretation. In their joint dissenting opinion in The Wimbledon , Judges Anzilotti and Huber had expressed serious doubts as to the conception of Germany as an international sovereign in respect of ' Das Diktat von Versailles ' . 61 In contrast, as was underlined in the Exchange of Populations opinion, the scheme for exchange was (interpreted to be) ' absolutely equal and reciprocal ' . 62 To put it differently, it was a conceivable outcome of two international sovereigns striking a bargain. ' It is ' , the Permanent Court held, ' impossible to admit that a convention which creates obligations of this kind, construed according to its natural meaning, infringes the sovereign rights [ la souveraineté ] of the High Contracting Parties ' .
63 So long as the conception of the state as an international sovereign had some reality (the treaty negotiations not Ibid ., at 21. being completely at variance with notions of sovereign equality, or independence), 64 the Exchange of Populations opinion indicated that there was hardly any room in treaty interpretation for national sovereignty. Again, treaty obligations were seen through the prism of Huber's sociological approach and yet given full effect.
The Lotus
No decision of the Permanent Court has been closer associated with the name of Max Huber than The Lotus , which was decided by the casting vote of President Huber in accordance with Article 55 of the Statute. This association was a dubious honour since the judgment has regularly been criticized for being ' extremely ' positivist. Unlike many of the other decisions of the Permanent Court, The Lotus almost exclusively dealt with general international law, as opposed to treaty interpretation. The motifs contained references to dualism and custom as a tacit treaty, which testifi ed to the involvement of Judge Anzilotti in the drafting. 65 The Lotus attracted much analysis and made it less easy in international legal theory to neglect the Permanent Court. For the same reason, some of those openly disagreeing with the Permanent Court imported the notion of obiter dictum ; 66 and in what has been referred to as ' a curious instance of opposition by the community of States against a pronouncement of the International Court ' , 67 treaties were subsequently adopted that changed the principle of concurrent jurisdiction laid down by the Permanent Court.
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The facts of the case were simple. In 1926 a Turkish steamship suffered a collision on the high seas causing loss of life. The ship had collided with the S.S. Lotus, a mail steamer fl ying the French fl ag, which then sailed into a Turkish port to land the survivors and obtain repairs. Here the French offi cer on watch at the time of the collision was arrested and was subsequently prosecuted and sentenced before the Turkish courts. The French Government protested the action taken against the offi cer and as a result the French and Turkish Governments signed a Special Agreement submitting to the Permanent Court the question whether Turkey had acted in confl ict with international law by exercising criminal jurisdiction. International legal argument provided two different angles from which to answer this question. On the one hand, it could be asked whether Turkey legislating over a French subject on French territory was an issue which lawyers recognized as being of signifi cant interest not only to Turkey but also to France. An affi rmative answer to this question and the case would fall within general international law (and there be met by the territorial principle, prima facie limiting the jurisdiction of a state to its territory). Six members of the Permanent Court took this view, while six other members, including President Huber, took the opposite view. However, even if Turkey, extending its criminal law to a French subject on French territory, was not ' une collision réelle ' , 69 Turkey could still have limited its liberté to legislate through treaty obligations voluntarily undertaken. This alternative angle was the underpinning theme of the motifs , including this oft-quoted paragraph:
International law governs relations between independent States. The rules of law binding upon States therefore emanate from their own free will as expressed in conventions or by usages generally accepted as expressing principles of law and established in order to regulate the relations between these co-existing independent communities or with a view to the achievement of common aims. Restrictions upon the independence of States cannot therefore be presumed.
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Many have given to the last sentence the meaning of in dubio pro libertate .
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Such a presumption in favour of sovereignty, and against international law, had been argued by the Turkish Government; 72 but it would have been a singularly astonishing proposition on the part of a newly established international court, which moreover had discarded principles of restrictive treaty interpretation and other arguments based on national sovereignty in favour of an international lawyers ' approach. 73 Huber's Die soziologischen Grundlagen des Völkerrechts , which was republished in 1928, provides a different rationale. Discussing the distinction between customary law ( Völkerrecht ) and non-binding customs ( Völkersitte ), Huber joined customary law and general international law together and took the view that the essence of it was the territorial separation of states. Thus, as noted in The Lotus , ' the first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon a State is that . . . it may not exercise its power in any form in the territory of another State ' . 74 76 While general international law offered territorial sovereignty, other international law had the form of treaties where consent was required, but in respect of which no presumption was applied. 77 Clearly the Permanent Court assumed that only states could be international law-makers, or sovereigns, and because states were ' independent ' , no state could legislate with binding effect on another state. ' The rules of law binding upon States therefore emanate from their own free will ' . 78 This was the only way to make international law. Or, at least, ' [r]estrictions upon the independence of States cannot therefore be presumed ' . 79 
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In The Lotus , as in the Eastern Carelia opinion, the majority had relied on a residual principle of freedom without giving any support to a presumption. Reading that famous line, ' [r]estrictions upon the independence of States cannot therefore be presumed ' , as a presumption against international law has no support in the judgment of the Permanent Court. Of course, establishing an international lawyer's approach to international legal argument in the context of an international court required that it be articulated by judges. But it also had to be appreciated by lawyers reading and commenting on the decisions. In 1927, the leading members of the Permanent Court were ahead of their contemporaries. The persistent tradition of criticizing The Lotus suggests that the international lawyer's approach underpinning the judgment has not always been that easily disseminated.
Epilogue
The 1920s saw the bench being moulded into one of international judges and it saw the crystallization of an international lawyer's approach to international legal argument, positioning the questions outside national law and answering then independently of particular national legal systems. The judgment of the Permanent Court delivered in 1927 in The Lotus was archetypal. There was a fl ow of grand statements in the 1920s that have occupied academics ever since and keep being referred to in decisions of its successor, the International Court of Justice, and other international courts and tribunals. 84 That source dried out, at least temporarily, following the second general election in 1930. It brought in a new, numerous breed who were neither former national judges, nor professors in international law, but former diplomats. They were led by Sir Cecil Hurst and Henri Fromageot, who had been each other's equivalents at the Foreign Offi ce and the Quai d'Orsay ; they were elected to the bench in the late 1920s. An early illustration of their combined impact was an Advisory Opinion delivered in 1930, according to which the Free City of Danzig could not become a member of the International Labour Organization. Six members of the bench, including Judges Fromageot and Hurst, supported the advice and produced some very short motifs , a substantial part of which constituted the reasons for giving a narrow interpretation to the 83 Ibid ., and also at 84 -85 : ' I still think that the principle proclaimed by the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Lotus case is correct; but it has on occasion been misinterpreted by the critics of that judgment. The absence of a rule for deciding between the rights of States, and the resulting liberty for each State to do that which is not forbidden, does not give rise to a state of anarchy in which each has the right to disregard the situation of others. Where rights genuinely collide, the law must furnish a solution, because international law, as with all law, is based on the idea of coexistence between wills of equal value. ' See similarly de la Grotte, ' Les affaires traitées par la Cour permanente de Justice internationale pendant la periode 1926 -1928 request for an opinion. 85 Both President Anzilotti and Judge Huber appended dissenting opinions that were longer than the motifs . In particular, Judge Huber invoked the Permanent Court's ' traditional conception of advisory opinions ' and remonstrated with the majority about not giving ' an answer of such usefulness as those concerned may well have expected ' . 86 Having taken up the presidency of the International Committee of the Red Cross in 1928, Huber declined to stand for re-election in 1930. For his part, Anzilotti was re-elected only to fi nd himself alone and isolated. Anzilotti had already written to Huber that . . . I have now come back to the Court after an absence of one year and a half; that offers me an opportunity of seeing the Court with fresh eyes and with some detachment. But the impression is the same as I had during the last years of my term and I do not regret that I do no longer belong to the Court. The collaboration in a Court is satisfactory only when the large majority of the members have a large common ground of legal conceptions in international law and . . . the same sense and conception of judicial responsibility. I do not know what the new Court is, but I think, though it may be better than the old one, I should not fi nd there the homogeneity and comprehension which seem to me indispensable for a really happy collaboration.
88
For its part, and as a testimony to his achievement, in its judgment in the Eastern Greenland case the Permanent Court made reference to Arbitrator Huber's award in the Island of Palmas case. 89 In the history of international adjudication, Max Huber was the right man, at the right time, in the right place. Through his involvement in the work of the Permanent Court, and as an arbitrator, he exercised infl uence that not even the most brilliant legal mind of any generation could expect. At the same time, he formulated and exemplifi ed an international lawyer's approach that stands as a monument to international legal thinking when put into practice. 86 Ibid ., at 29 and 36, respectively.
87
See Spiermann, supra note 2, at 330 -331 and, more subtly, PCIJ Series D No. 2, Add. 3 (1936), at 161, n. 1: ' The Court is composed of mediocre men, who nevertheless do their best to reach agreement and who almost always manage to do so. I see no superior men, in the true sense of the term, in this Court; no one who, for example, could be compared to you or to Beichmann, even from afar. On the other hand, everyone takes part in the discussions, and the results are almost always the product of a convergence of initially diverse or even opposed opinions; something that did not happen often in the old Court. Only time will tell the extent to which this situation is preferable to the oligarchy of the fi rst Court in the second period of its existence; even more so, the extent to which politics will remain external to discussions. ' 88 Ibid ., at 292. 
